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Categories for Continuing Education:

Laws/Regulations
- Existing/New Laws and Regulations
- SPC Act
- Labels (how to read and interpret)
- DPR Requirements
- CAC Requirements

Integrated Pest Management (Why/Process)
- Identification/Biology
- Damage
- Monitoring (how, what to use, what to look for)
- Prevention (long term and short term)
- Food Safety
- Entomology and other related fields to the Branch licenses
- Must include
  - Posting or reading of def in 1984
  - How fits into the process of IPM and is different than Application/Intervention

Application/Intervention (How/Technique)
- Application of Pesticides
  - Proper use and manner
  - Calibration/Maintenance
  - Use rates/Volumes applied
  - Human Health impacts to misapplication
- Reading labels for the products the technician uses
- Safety to applicator
- Environmental impacts to misapplication
  - Water Quality
  - Endangered Species
  - Air
- Record Keeping
- Non-Chemical tactics

Other Issues discussed:
- Reformat application for approval of courses
  - Include context of material and how relates to 1984
- Changing the number of hours required